
PREFACE 

nature visits certain sins, but because I do not believe 
in the power of fear to deliver us. Though there 
were no such thing as venereal disease, immorality 
would still be a way of death, and morality would 
still be the way of life and joy. Till we perceive 
that we are not on the path of progress. 

Books of this sort have generally been addressed 
specially either to men or to women. I write to 
both alike because I am quite sure that until men 
and women understand and help each other, there is 
going to be no happy solution to the problems of 
sex. When they do so learn to co-operate I believe 
we shall as a race find our way out into that larger 
and happier life which can only be ours when we 
have accepted the facts of sex and learnt to use them 
to the enrichment of human life and the glory of 
God. 

A. HERBERT GRAY.
Glasgow, 1922. 

PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION 

IN this edition I have made a number of minor 
alterations, and considerable alterations in Chapters 
VIII and IX. The latter have been made in dder
ence to the opinions of several women doctors whose 
experience is much greater than mine, and gives 
them an authority which I gladly recognize. I am 
not sure that even yet I have done justice to the 
views which they have expressed to me, but at least 
I may record my gratitude for the patience and 
generosity with which they have contributed to the 
effort to make this a wiser and more useful book. 

A. HERBERT GRAY.

Decembu, 19zJ.
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